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“Six Degrees of Separation” 
or Small-World Phenomenon

• Social networks are rich in short paths - 
small-world phenomenon or “six 
degrees of separation”

• First experiment conducted by Stanley 
Milgram:

• randomly chosen ‘starter’ individuals each 
tries forward a letter to a ‘target’ individual

• ~1/3 of the letters eventually arrived to the 
target, in a median of 6 steps
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The fact that social networks are so rich in short paths is known as the small-world phenomenon, or the “six degrees of separation". 

It has long been the subject of both anecdotal and scientific fascination. To briefly recapitulate what we discussed earlier, the first significant 
empirical study of the small-world phenomenon was undertaken by the social psychologist Stanley Milgram, who asked randomly 
chosen “starter" individuals to each try forwarding a letter to a designated “target" person living in the town of Sharon, MA, a suburb 
of Boston. He provided the target's name, address, occupation, and some personal information, but stipulated that the participants could not 
mail the letter directly to the target; rather, each participant could only advance the letter by forwarding it to a single acquaintance that he or 
she knew on a first-name basis, with the goal of reaching the target as rapidly as possible.

Roughly a third of the letters eventually arrived at the target, in a median of six steps, and this has since served as basic experimental 
evidence for the existence of short paths in the global friendship network, linking all (or almost all) of us together in society. This style of 
experiment, constructing paths through social networks to distant target people, has been repeated by a number of other groups in 
subsequent decades



Small-World Phenomenon
• Milgram’s experiment showed two striking 

facts:

1. Social networks contains a lot of short 
paths

2. People acting without any sort of global 
‘map’ are effective at collectively finding 
these short paths

• We now try to model both of these 
principles
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Milgram's experiment really demonstrated two striking facts about large social networks:

First, that short paths are there in abundance; and second, that people, acting without any sort of global “map" of the network, are effective at 
collectively  finding these short paths.

It is easy to imagine a social network where the first of these is true but the second isn't - a world where the short paths are there, but where a 
letter forwarded from thousands of miles away might simply wander from one acquaintance to another, lost in a maze of social connections. A 
large social-networking site where everyone was known only by 9-digit pseudonyms would be like this: if you were told, “Forward this letter to 
user number 482285204, using only people you know on a first-name basis," the task would clearly be hopeless. 

The real global friendship network contains enough clues about how people together in larger structures - both geographic and 
social - to allow the process of search
to focus in on distant targets. Indeed, when Killworth and Bernard performed follow-up work on the Milgram experiment, studying the 
strategies that people employ for choosing how to forward a message toward a target, they found a mixture of primarily geographic and 
occupational features being used, with different features being favored depending on the characteristics of the target in relation to the sender.

We begin by developing models for both of these principles - the existence of short paths and also the fact that they can be found. We 
then look at how some of these models are borne out to a surprising extent on large-scale social-network data. Finally, we look at some of the 
fragility of the small-world phenomenon, and the caveats that must be considered in thinking about it: particularly the fact that people are most 
successful at finding paths when the target is high-status and socially accessible. The picture implied by these difficulties raises interesting 
additional points about the global structure of social networks, and suggests questions for further research.



Structure and Randomness
• Let’s start with models for short paths

• Suppose, you have 100 friends, each of your friends has 100 friends => in 
two steps you get connected to 100*100=10000 people
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Let's start with models for the existence of short paths: Should we be surprised by the fact that the paths between seemingly arbitrary 
pairs of people are so short? Figure (a) illustrates a basic argument suggesting that short paths are at least compatible with intuition.

Suppose each of us knows more than 100 other people on a first-name basis (in fact, for most people, the number is significantly larger). 
Then, taking into account the fact that each of your friends has at least 100 friends other than you, you could in principle be two steps away 
from over 100 * 100 = 10 000 people. Taking into account the 100 friends of these people brings us to more than 100 * 100 * 100 = 1 000 000 
people who in principle could be three steps away. In other words, the numbers are growing by powers of 100 with each step, bringing us to 
100 million after four steps, and 10 billion after five steps.

There's nothing mathematically wrong with this reasoning, but it's not clear how much it tells us about real social networks. The difficulty 
already manifests itself with the second step, where we conclude that there may be more than 10, 000 people within two steps of you.

As we've seen, social networks abound in triangles - sets of three people who mutually know each other - and in particular, many of 
your 100 friends will know each other. As a result, when we think about the nodes you can reach by following edges from your friends, many 
of these edges go from one friend to another, not to the rest of world, as illustrated schematically in Figure(b). The number 10, 000 came from 
assuming that each of your 100 friends was linked to 100 new people; and without this, the number of friends you could reach in two steps 
could be much smaller.

So the effect of triadic closure in social networks works to limit the number of people you can reach by following short paths, as 
shown by the contrast between Figures(a) and(b). And, indeed, at an implicit level, this is a large part of what makes the small-world 
phenomenon surprising to many people when they first hear it: the social network appears from the local perspective of any one individual to 
be highly clustered, not the kind of massively branching structure that would more obviously reach many nodes along very short paths.



The Watts-Strogatz Model
• Two main principles explaining short paths: 

homophily and weak ties

• Suppose, everyone lives on a two-dimensional 
grid (as a model of geographic proximity)

• Homophily: every node forms a link to all 
other nodes that lie within a radius of r grid 
steps

• Weak ties: each nodes forms a link to k 
other random nodes 
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The Watts-Strogatz model. Can we make up a simple model that exhibits both of the features we've been discussing: many closed triads, 
but also very short paths? In 1998, Duncan Watts and Steve Strogatz argued that such a model follows naturally from a combination of two 
basic social-network ideas: homophily (the principle that we connect to others who are like ourselves) and weak ties (the links to 
acquaintances that connect us to parts of the network that would otherwise be far away).

Homophily creates many triangles, while the weak ties still produce the kind of widely branching structure that reaches many nodes 
in a few steps. Watts and Strogatz made this proposal concrete in a very simple model that generates random networks with the desired 
properties. Paraphrasing their original formulation slightly (but keeping the main idea intact), let's suppose that everyone lives on a two-
dimensional grid - we can imagine the grid as a model of geographic proximity, or potentially some more abstract kind of social proximity, but 
in any case a notion of similarity that guides the formation of links. Figure(a) shows the set of nodes arranged on a grid; we say that two 
nodes are one grid step apart if they are directly adjacent to each other in either the horizontal or vertical direction.

We now create a network by giving each node two kinds of links: those explainable purely by homophily, and those that constitute 
weak ties. Homophily is captured by having each node form a link to all other nodes that lie within a radius of up to r grid steps away, for 
some constant value of r: these are the links you form to people because you are similar to them. Then, for some other constant value k, each 
node also forms a link to k other nodes selected uniformly at random from the grid - these correspond to weak ties, connecting nodes who lie 
very far apart on the grid



The Watts-Strogatz Model
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The Watts-Strogatz Model
• Suppose, we only allow one out of k nodes to a 

• k * k square has k random links - consider it as 
a single node
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• Surprising small amount of randomness is enough to make the 
world “small” with short paths between every pair of nodes
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Once we understand how this type of hybrid network leads to short paths, we in fact find that a surprisingly small amount of randomness 
is needed to achieve the same qualitative effect. Suppose, for example, that instead of allowing each node to have k random friends, 
we only allow one out of every k nodes to have a single random friend - keeping the proximity-based edges as before, as illustrated 
schematically in Figure. 

Loosely speaking, we can think of this model with fewer random friends as corresponding to a technologically earlier time, when most people 
only knew their near neighbors, and a few people knew someone far  away. Even this network will have short paths between all pairs of 
nodes. To see why, suppose that we conceptually group k * k subsquares of the grid into “towns." Now, consider the small-world phenomenon 
at the level of towns. Each town contains approximately k people who each have a random friend, and so the town collectively has k links to 
other towns selected uniformly at random. So this is just like the previous model, except that towns are now playing the role of individual 
nodes - and so we can find short paths between any pair of towns. But now to find a short path between any two people, we first find a short 
path between the two towns they inhabit, and then use the proximity-based edges to turn this into an actual path in the network on individual 
people.

This, then, is the crux of the Watts-Strogatz model: introducing a tiny amount of randomness - in the form of long-range weak ties - is 
enough to make the world “small," with short paths between every pair of nodes.



Decentralized Search
• People are able to collectively find short 

paths to the designated target while they 
don’t know the global ‘map’ of all connections

• Breadth-first search vs. tunneling

• Modeling: 

• Can we construct a network where 
decentralized search succeeds? 

• If yes, what are the qualitative properties of 
such a network?
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Let's now consider the second basic aspect of the Milgram small-world experiment - the fact that people were actually able to 
collectively  find short paths to the designated target. This novel kind of “social search" task was a necessary consequence of the way 
Milgram formulated the experiment for his participants. To really  find the shortest path from a starting person to the target, one would have to 
instruct the starter to forward a letter to all of his or her friends, who in turn should have forwarded the letter to all of their friends, and so forth.

This “flooding" of the network would have reached the target as rapidly as possible - it is essentially the breadth-first search 
procedure  - but for obvious reasons, such an experiment was not a feasible option. As a result, Milgram was forced to embark on the much 
more interesting experiment of constructing paths by “tunneling" through the network, with the letter advancing just one person at a time - a 
process that could well have failed to reach the target, even if a short path existed.

So the success of the experiment raises fundamental questions about the power of collective search: even if we posit that the social 
network contains short paths, why should it have been structured so as to make this type of decentralized search so effective? Clearly the 
network contained some type of “gradient" that helped participants guide messages toward the target. As with the Watts-Strogatz model, 
which sought to provide a simple framework for thinking about short paths in highly clustered networks, this type of search is also something 
we can try to model: can we construct a random network in which decentralized routing succeeds, and if so, what are the qualitative 
properties that are crucial for success?



A Model for Decentralized Search
• A starting node s is given a message that it must forward 

to a target node t

• s knows only the location of t on the grid

• but s doesn’t know the edges out of any other 
node

• model must span all the intermediate ranges of 
scale as well
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A model for decentralized search. To begin with, it is not difficult to model the kind of decentralized search that was taking place in the Milgram 
experiment. Starting with the grid-based model of Watts and Strogatz, we suppose that a starting node s is given a message that it must 
forward to a target node t, passing it along edges of the network. Initially s only knows the location of t on the grid, but, crucially, it does not 
know the random edges out of any node other than itself. Each intermediate node along the path has this partial information as well, and it 
must choose which of its neighbors to send the message to next.

These choices amount to a collective procedure for finding a path from s to t - just as the participants in the Milgram experiment collectively 
constructed paths to the target person.

We will evaluate different search procedures according to their delivery time - the expected number of steps required to reach the target, over 
a randomly generated set of long-range contacts, and randomly chosen starting and target nodes.

Unfortunately, given this set-up, one can prove that decentralized search in the Watts-Strogatz model will necessarily require a large number 
of steps to reach a target - much larger than the true length of the shortest path. As a mathematical model, the Watts-Strogatz network is thus 
effective at capturing the density of triangles and the existence of short paths, but not the ability of people, working together in the network, to 
actually find the paths. Essentially, the problem is that the weak ties that make the world small are “too random" in this model: since 
they're completely unrelated to the similarity among nodes that produces the homophily-based links, they're hard for people to use 
reliably.

One way to think about this is in terms of Figure, a hand-drawn image from Milgram's original article in Psychology Today. In order to 
reach a far-away target, one must use long-range weak ties in a fairly structured, methodical way, constantly reducing the distance to the 
target. As Milgram observed in the discussion accompanying this picture, “The geographic movement of the [letter] from Nebraska to 
Massachusetts is striking. There is a progressive closing in on the target area as each new person is added to the chain". So it is not enough 
to have a network model in which weak ties span only the very long ranges; it is necessary to span all the intermediate ranges of scale as 
well. Is there a simple way to adapt the model to take this into account?



Modeling the Process of 
Decentralized Search

• We adapt the model by introducing clustering 
exponent q:

• For two nodes v and w, d(v,w) - the number of steps 
between them

• Random edges now generated with probability 
proportional to d(v,w)-q

• Model changes with different values q:

• q=0 : links are chosen uniformly at random

• when q is very small : long-range links are “too 
random”

• when q is large: long-range links are “not random 
enough”
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Although the Watts-Strogatz model does not provide a structure where decentralized search can be performed effectively, a mild 
generalization of the model in fact exhibits both properties we want: the networks contain short paths, and these short paths can be found 
using decentralized search.

Generalizing the network model. We adapt the model by introducing one extra quantity that controls the “scales" spanned by the long-range 
weak ties. We have nodes on a grid as before, and each node still has edges to each other node within r grid steps. But now, each of its k 
random edges is generated in a way that decays with distance, controlled by a clustering exponent q as follows. For two nodes v and 
w, let d(v,w) denote the number of grid steps between them. (This is their distance if one had to walk along adjacent nodes on the grid.) In 
generating a random edge out of v, we have this edge link to w with probability proportional to d(v,w)-q.



Varying Clustering Exponent
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So we in fact have a different model for each value of q. The original grid-based model corresponds to q = 0, since then the links are chosen 
uniformly at random; and varying q is like turning a knob that controls how uniform the random links are. In particular, when q is very small, 
the long-range links are “too random," and can't be used effectively for decentralized search (as we saw specifically for the case q = 0 above); 
when q is large, the long-range links are not random enough," since they simply don't provide enough of the long-distance jumps that are 
needed to create a small world. Pictorially, this variation in q can be seen in the difference between the two networks in Figure. Is there an 
optimal
operating point for the network, where the distribution of long-range links is sufficiently balanced between these extremes to allow for rapid 
decentralized search?

In fact there is. The main result for this model is that, in the limit of large network size, decentralized search is most efficient when q = 2 (so 
that random links follow an inverse-square distribution). Figure shows the performance of a basic decentralized search method across 
different values of q, for a network of several hundred million nodes.

In keeping with the nature of the result - which only holds in the limit as the network size goes to infinity - decentralized search has about the 
same efficiency on networks of this size across all exponents q between 1.5 and 2.0. (And at this size, it's best for a value of q slightly below 
2.) But the overall trend is already clear, and as the network size increases, the best performance occurs at exponents q closer and closer to 
2.



Decentralized Search when q=2

• Experiments show that decentralized 
search is more efficient when q=2 (random 
links follow inverse-square distribution)
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In fact there is. The main result for this model is that, in the limit of large network size, decentralized search is most efficient when q = 2 (so 
that random links follow an inverse-square distribution). Figure shows the performance of a basic decentralized search method across 
different values of q, for a network of several hundred million nodes.

In keeping with the nature of the result - which only holds in the limit as the network size goes to infinity - decentralized search has about the 
same efficiency on networks of this size across all exponents q between 1:5 and 2:0. (And at this size, it's best for a value of q slightly below 
2.) But the overall trend is already clear, and as the network size increases, the best performance occurs at exponents q closer and closer to 
2.



A Rough Calculation Motivating 
the Inverse-Square Network

• What’s special about q=2?

• Since area in the plane grows like the square of the radius, the total 
number of nodes in this group is proportional to d2

• long-range weak ties are being formed in a way that’s spread roughly 
uniformly over all different scales of resolution
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In the real world where the Milgram experiment was conducted, we mentally organize distances into different “scales of resolution": something 
can be around the world, across the country, across the state, across town, or down the block. A reasonable way to think about these scales 
of resolution in a network model - from the perspective of a particular node v - is to consider the groups of all nodes at increasingly large 
ranges of distance from v: nodes at distance 2-4, 4-8, 8-16, and so forth. The connection of this organizational scheme to decentralized 
search is suggested by Figure: effective decentralized search “funnels inward" through these different scales of resolution, as we see from the 
way the letter depicted in this figure reduces its distance to the target by approximately a factor of two with each step.

So now let's look at how the inverse-square exponent q = 2 interacts with these scales of resolution. We can work concretely with a 
single scale by taking a node v in the network, and a fixed distance d, and considering the group of nodes lying at distances between d and 
2d from v, as shown in Figure.

Now, what is the probability that v forms a link to some node inside this group? Since area in the plane grows like the square of the 
radius, the total number of nodes in this group is proportional to d2. On the other hand, the probability that v links to any one node 
in the group varies depending on exactly how far out it is, but each individual probability is proportional to d-2. These two terms - 
the number of nodes in the group, and the probability of linking to any one of them - approximately cancel out, and we conclude: 
the probability that a random edge links into some node in this ring is approximately independent of the value of d.

This, then, suggests a qualitative way of thinking about the network that arises when q = 2: long-range weak ties are being formed in a way 
that's spread roughly uniformly over all different scales of resolution. This allows people forwarding the message to consistently find ways of 
reducing their distance to the target, no matter how near or far they are from it.

In this way, it's not unlike how the U.S. Postal Service uses the address on an envelope for delivering a message: a typical postal address 
exactly specifies scales of resolution, including the country, state, city, street, and finally the street number. But the point is that the postal 
system is centrally designed and maintained at considerable cost to do precisely this job; the corresponding patterns that guide messages 
through the inverse-square network are arising spontaneously from a completely random pattern of links.



Geographic Data on Friendship

• Analysis of ~500,000 users and their friend 
links of LiveJournal who provided U.S. 
ZIP code 
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In the past few years, the rich data available on social networking sites has made it much easier to get large-scale data that provides insight 
into how friendship links scale with distance. Liben-Nowell et al. used the blogging site LiveJournal for precisely this purpose, analyzing 
roughly 500,000 users who provided a U.S. ZIP code for their home address, as well as links to their friends on the system. Note that 
LiveJournal is serving here primarily as a very useful \model system," containing data on the geographic basis of friendship links on a scale 
that would be enormously difficult to obtain by more traditional survey methods. From a methodological point of view, it is an interesting and 
fairly unresolved issue to understand how closely the structure of friendships defined in on-line communities corresponds to the structure of 
friendships as we understand them in on-line settings.

A number of things have to be done in order to align the LiveJournal data with the basic grid model, and perhaps the most subtle involves the 
fact that the population density of the users is extremely non-uniform (as it is for the U.S. as a whole). See Figure for a visualization of the 
population density in the LiveJournal data. In particular, the inverse-square distribution is useful for  finding targets when nodes are uniformly 
spaced in two dimensions; what's a reasonable generalization to the case in which they can be spread very non-uniformly?



Rank-Based Friendship
• Suppose, node v ranks other nodes by proximity: rank of w is 

rank(w)=number of other nodes closer to v

• node v creates a random link by choosing w with probability 
rank(w)-p
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Rank-Based Friendship. One approach that works well is to determine link probabilities not by physical distance, but by rank. Let's suppose 
that as a node v looks out at all other nodes, it ranks them by proximity: the rank of a node w, denoted rank(w), is equal to the number of other 
nodes that are closer to v than w is. For example, in Figure(a), node w would have rank seven, since seven others nodes (including v itself) 
are closer to v than w is. Now, suppose that for some exponent p, node v creates a random link as follows: it chooses a node w as the other 
end with probability proportional to rank(w)-p. We will call this rank-based friendship with exponent p.



Rank-Based Friendship
• Which p would generalize the inverse-square distribution for 

uniformly spaced nodes?

• w is at distance d from v => there are d2 closer nodes

• so, p=1 is the right generalization of the inverse-square distribution
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Which choice of exponent p would generalize the inverse-square distribution for uniformly spaced nodes? As Figure(b) shows, if a node w in a 
uniformly-spaced grid is at distance d from v, then it lies on the circumference of a disc of radius d, which contains about d2 closer nodes - so 
its rank is approximately d2. Thus, linking to w with probability proportional to d-2 is approximately the same as linking with probability rank
(w)-1, so this suggests that exponent p = 1 is the right generalization of the inverse-square distribution. 

In fact, Liben-Nowell et al. were able to prove that for essentially any population density, if random links are constructed using rank-based 
friendship with exponent 1, the resulting network allows for efficient decentralized search with high probability. In addition to generalizing the 
inverse-square result for the grid, this result has a nice qualitative summary: to construct a network that is efficiently searchable, create a link 
to each node with probability that is inversely proportional to the number of closer nodes.



Rank-Based Friendship
• Let’s go back to LiveJournal experiment: 

we consider pairs of nodes where one assigns the 
other a rank of r and we ask what fraction f of these 
pairs are actually friends?
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• The same for Facebook (~rank-0.95)
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Now one can go back to LiveJournal and see how well rank-based friendship fits the distribution of actual social network links: we consider 
pairs of nodes where one assigns the other a rank of r, and we ask what fraction f of these pairs are actually friends, as a function of r. Does 
this fraction decrease approximately like r-1? Since we're looking for a power-law relationship between the rank r and the fraction of edges f. 
Rather than plotting f as a function of r, we can plot log f as a function of log r, see if we find an approximately straight line, and then estimate 
the exponent p as the slope of this line.

Figure(a) shows this result for the LiveJournal data; we see that much of the body of the curve is approximately a straight line sandwiched 
between slopes of -1.15 and -1.2, and hence close to the optimal exponent of -1. It is also interesting to work separately with the more 
structurally homogeneous subsets of the data consisting of West-Coast users and East-Coast users, and when one does this the exponent 
becomes very close to the optimal value of -1. Figure(b) shows this result: The lower dotted line is what you should see if the points followed 
the distribution rank-1, and the upper dotted line is what you should see if the points followed the distribution rank-1.05. The proximity of the 
rank-based exponent on real networks to the optimal value of -1 has also been corroborated by subsequent research. In particular, as part of 
a recent large-scale study of several geographic phenomena in the Facebook social network, Backstrom et al.  returned to the question of 
rank-based friendship and again found an exponent very close to -1; in their case, the bulk of the distribution was closely approximated by 
rank-0.95



Small-World Phenomenon: 
sequence of conclusions

1. Start from a Milgram’s experiment: (1) seems there are short 
paths and (2) people know how to find them effectively

2. Build mathematical models for (1) and (2)

3. Make a prediction based on the models: clustering exponent 
q=2

4. Validate this prediction using real data from large social 
networks (LiveJournal, Facebook)

Why social networks arrange themselves in a pattern of 
friendships across distance that is close to optimal for 
forwarding messages to far-off targets?
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The plots in Figure, and their follow-ups, are thus the conclusion of a sequence of steps in which we start from an experiment (Milgram's), 
build mathematical models based on this experiment (combining local and long-range links), make a prediction based on the models (the 
value of the exponent controlling the long-range links), and then validate this prediction on real data (from LiveJournal and Facebook, after 
generalizing the model to use rank-based friendship). This is very much how one would hope for such an interplay of experiments, theories, 
and measurements to play out. But it is also a bit striking to see the close alignment of theory and measurement in this particular case, since 
the predictions
come from a highly simplified model of the underlying social network, yet these predictions are approximately borne out on data arising from 
real social networks. Indeed, there remains a mystery at the heart of these  findings. While the fact that the distributions are so close does not 
necessarily imply the existence of any particular organizing mechanism, it is still natural to ask why real social networks have arranged 
themselves in a pattern of friendships across distance that is close to optimal for forwarding messages to far-away targets. Furthermore, 
whatever the users of LiveJournal and Facebook are doing, they are not explicitly trying to run versions of the Milgram experiment - if there 
are dynamic forces or selective pressures driving the network toward this shape, they must be more implicit, and it remains a fascinating open 
problem to determine whether such forces exist and how they might operate. 

One intriguing approach to this question has been suggested by Oskar Sandberg, who analyzes a model in which a network constantly re-
wires itself as people perform decentralized searches in it. He argues that over time, the network
essentially begins to “adapt" to the pattern of searches; eventually the searches become more efficient, and the arrangement of the long-
range links begins to approach a structure that can be approximated by rank-based friendship with the optimal exponent.



Core-Periphery Structures and 
Difficulties in Decentralized Search
• Decentralized search in a network is most successful when the 

target person has high social status

• Large social networks tend to be organized in a core-
periphery structure

• High-status people are linked in a densely connected core, while 
low-status people are atomized around the periphery of the 
network
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In the four decades since the Milgram experiment, the research community has come to appreciate both the robustness and the delicacy of 
the \six degrees" principle. As we noted in Chapter 2, many studies of large-scale social network data have confirmed the pervasiveness of 
very short paths in almost every setting. On the other hand, the ability of people to  find these paths from within the network is a subtle 
phenomenon: it is striking that it should happen at all, and the conditions that facilitate it are not fully understood.

As Judith Kleinfeld has noted in her recent critique of the Milgram experiment, the success rate at finding targets in recreations of the 
experiment has often been much lower than it was in the original work. Much of the difficulty can be explained by lack of participation: many 
people, asked to forward a letter as part of the experiment, will simply throw it away. This is consistent with lack of participation in any type of 
survey or activity carried out by mail; assuming this process is more or less random, it has a predictable effect on the results, and one can 
correct for it.

But there are also more fundamental difficulties at work, pointing to questions about large social networks that may help inform a richer 
understanding of network structure. In particular, Milgram-style search in a network is most successful when the target person is a fluent and 
socially high-status. For example, in the largest small-world experiment to date, 18 different targets were used, drawn from a wide range of 
backgrounds. Completion rates to all targets were small, due to lack of participation in the e-mail based forwarding of messages, but they 
were highest for targets who were college professors and journalists, and particularly small for low-status targets.



Core-Periphery Structures and 
Difficulties in Decentralized Search

• If you search for high-status target, link 
structure becomes richer => easier to find 
high-status individual
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Core-Periphery Structures. This wide variation in the success rates of search to different targets does not simply arise from variations in 
individual attributes of the respective people - it is based on the fact that social networks are structured to make high-status individuals much 
easier to find than low-status ones. Homophily suggests that high-status people will mainly know other high-status people, and low-status 
people will mainly know other low-status people, but this does not imply that the two groups occupy symmetric or interchangeable positions in 
the social network. Rather, large social networks tend to be organized in what is called a core-periphery structure [72], in which the high-status 
people are linked in a densely-connected core, while the low-status people are atomized around the periphery of the network. Figure 20.13 
gives a schematic picture of such a structure. Highstatus people have the resources to travel widely; to meet each other through shared foci 
around clubs, interests, and educational and occupational pursuits; and more generally to establish links in the network that span geographic 
and social boundaries. Low-status people tend to form links that are much more clustered and local. As a result, the shortest paths connecting 
two low-status people who are geographically or socially far apart will tend to go 
into the core and then come back out again.
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